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INTRODUCTION

In October 1978, the National Teacher Center Resource Center developed
a guideline of inditators of federal Teacher Centers criteria. It was

developed to acco4any the federal Program's 1978 Regulations, and was dis-
tributed to all State Teacher Centers Coordinators to assist them in help-
ing local education agencies and institutions of higher education to complete
Teacher Center applications.

The 1978 manual has been updated to correspond to the Teacher Centers
criteria published in the Fegwal Register, December 8, 1980. The current

criteria implement the changes in the Teacher Centers Program that were made
by the Education Amendments of 1978 and The Education Amendments of 1980.
The new criteria are also consistent witCEDGAR.

The Resource Center hopes that this document will 'assist proposal writers

and those providing technical assistthice in proposal development to know

when federal criteria have been met adequately. It is not the intent of
this guidebook to suggest a format for Teacher Centers proposals. It is

hoped, rather, that the "suggested" indicators will spark ideas for proposal
improvement, and will help writers and technical assistants to see their
proposals more objectively.

For additional copies, or to provide input for additional guidebook re-
visions, please contact:

ASV

Edward L. Dambruch
or

Margaretta L. Edwards
National Teacher Center.Resource Center

235 Promenade Street
Providence, RI 02908

401/277-6834
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Criterion: a. Plan of operation (10 points)

1) The Secretary reviews each application for information that shows the
quality of the plan of operation for the project.

2) The Secretary looks for information that snows--
i) High quality in the design of the project;
ii) An effective plan of management that insures proper and efficient

administration of the projects;
iii) A clear description of how the objectives of the project relate

to the purpose of the program;
iv) The way the applicant plans to use its resources and personnel

to achieve each objective; and
v) A clear description of how the applicant will provide equal access

and treatment for eligible project participants who are members
of groups that have been traditionally. underrepresented, such as --
A) Members of racial or canic minority groups;
B) Women;

C) Handicapped persons; and
D) The elderly.

vi) For grants made after October 1, 1980, a clear description of how
the applicant will provide for participation of teachers employed
at nonprofit private schools that choose to participate in the

.teacher center.

Suggested Indicators (a)

Some indicators of a sound plan of operation:

1) Objectives relate clearly to stated needs and are sharply defined,
clearly stated, and capable of being attained by the proposed pro-

cedures.
4

2) Objectives are: 1) consistent in format; 2) concise and complete;
3) measurable; 4) supported by sub-objectives or activities.

3) Plan of operation describes the scope and sequence of activities from

day one of the project.

4) Plan moves from client need, to general goal, to objectives, to activi-
ties, to outcomes, and includes a timeline. The relationship among

these stages is clear.

5) Design clearly allows for client input within the framework of ongoing

process.

6) Plan defines the roles of the grantee/Board/staff, indicating effective
management of resources (both people and dollars.)

1 6



Suggested Indicators (a) -- continued

7) Plan identifies client groups that have been previously underrepresented
and specifies their planned involvement.

-.,

8) Plan clearly specifies how teachers from non-profit private schools
will be able to participate.

i

2
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Criterion: b. Quality of key personnel (7 points)

i) The Secretary reviews each application fir information that shows the

quklity of the key personnel the applicant plans to use on the project.

2) The Secretary looks for information that shows--

i) The qualifications of the project director (if one is to be used);

ii) The qualifications of each of the other key personnel to be used

in the project;
iii) The time that each person referred to in piaragraphs.b., 2) i),'and

ii) of this section plans,,to eommit:to 'be project; and

iv) The extent to which the applicant, as part of its non-discriminatory

employment practices, encourages applications for employment from

persons who are members of groups that have been traditionally

underrepresented, such as --

A) Members of racial or ethnic minority groups;

B) Women;

C) Handicapped persons; and

D) The elderly.

TO determine the qualifications of a pe son, the Secretary considers

evidence of past experience and traininj, in fields related to the

objectives of the project, as well as other information that the appli-

cant provides.

Suggested Indicators (b)

Some indicators of quality of key personnel:

1) Application includes very specific job descriptions of each position

which describe qualifications such as: teaching experience; involve-

ment in leadership positions in professional teaching organizations;

previous staff development experience; previous training required;

etc.

2) An affirmative action statement is included and explained.

3) Specific roles are identified for consultants as well as a description

of how consultants will be selected and used.

3
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Criterion: c. Budget and cost effectiveness (5 points)

1) Thi Secretary looks for information that shows= -

0 The budget for the project is adequate to suppOrt the project
activities; and

ii)` Costs are reasonable in relation to the objectives of the project.

Suggested Indicators (c)

Some indicators of budget and cost effectiveness:

1) A functional budget is provided, assigning resources by objective.

2) A line item budget is provided including a rationale for items.

3) "Reasonableness" is documented by inclusion of existing consultant
rates, mileage rate, cost of course credit, etc.

4) Procedures used in developing budget estimates are described.-,

5) Cost information for comparable activities is included (e.g., costs
to train, costs to generne searches, etc.).

6) Cost information regarding substitute teachers is provided with com-

parable data.

.

7) Liformation regarding the proportion of cost allocated released time
or substitutes is compared to total program cost.

8) Rationale for using or not using released time or substitutes is pro-
vided.

p

4
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Criterion: d. Evaluation plan (5 points)

Ott The Secretary reviews each application for information that shows the,
quality of the evaluation plan for the project.

2) The Secretary looks for information that shows methods of evaluation
that are apprOpriate for the project and to the extent possible, are
objective and produce data that are,quantifiable.

Sugge,ted Indicators (d)

Some indicators of an evaluation plan:

11 A clearly defined evaluation model describing program design (what the
project intends to accomplish) and evaluation design-(what will be
measured) is provided. Model should provide for both formative (on
going) and summative (final)-evaluation.

2) Feedback mechanisms and strategies to use evaluation, information to change"

existing procedures and plans are provided. (For example, [art of

the monthly board meeting will deal with evaluation feedback.)

3) A plan exists for determining the extent to which the objectives will
be accomplished.

10
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d4terion: Adequacy.of resources (5 points)

1; The Secretary,reviews eachdepplicaPon for information that shows that
the applicant plans to devote adequate resources to the project.

2) The Secretary looks for inforination that shows--
i) The facilities that the applicant plans'to use are adequate; and
ii) The equipment and supplies that the applicant plans to use are

adequate.

Suggested Indicators (e)

-S.
Some Indicators that reveal that resources will be adequate:

1) Proposal clearly relates resources to objectives and ?rtivities
deseeibed.

2) Proposal clearly describes the site of the project; or clearly des-

cribes that there is to be no one site or facility. In the latter

case, the proposal describes the liproceSs" of the Teacher Center

operation.

3) Proposal emphasizes how dollars will be used to aid people, not to
purchase things or hardware.

4) The use of the professional organization(s) and their network of
available resources is documented. (A plan of how this network,

resource will be mobilized is included.)

5) .A plan to identify and secure ongoing resources to meet new needs is
provided.

r'
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V

. Criterion: f. Authority'of Policy Bqard (10 points)

.1) The Secretary reviews each application for information that shows 'the
extent of the teacher center policy board's authority and responsi-
bility for supervision of the project.

Suggested Indicators (f)

Some indiceprs that describe the authority of the Policy Board:

1) Bylaws are established (and provided) which delineate the role,
responsibility and authority of the policy board. Examples showing
authority might include:
A identifying eligible project pa..ticipants
B hiring/employment of staff consultants and/or experts
C budgeting/expenditure of funds

D) subcontracting for technical or other assistance
E) statement regarding authority of board to set bylaws.

2) A memo of agreement between grantee and board regarding authority of
each one is included. (Memo might include documentation of legal
and non-legal constraints upon the board.)

3) Minutes documehting planning meetings are provided.

4) Relationship of board to staff is described.

5) A "sign off sheet" providing the names and affiliat1 6ns of all board
members is provided.

6) A statement that the board is/will be involved in the development and
approval of proposals before s'on1ission, and plans before imp ementation,
is incluJed.

7
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Criterion: g. Potential for increasing teacher effectiveness (20 points)

1) The Secretary reviews each application for information that shows the

po:ential of the proposed teacher center for increasing the effective-

ness of the teachers served, in terms.of the learning needs of their

students.

Suggehed Indicators (g)

Some indicators of the potential for increasing teacher effectiveness:

1) A convincing statement of the educational needs of students is

provided.

2) A convincing statement of the teachers' needs for inservice education
and/or curriculum development in relation to the students' needs is

provided.

3) The two (above) needs assessments are tied together so that "it
seems reasonable to believe" that meeting the teachers' needs (no. 2)

will contribute to meeting the students' needs (no. 1). Eventual

evaluation may include examination of new or previously used data

bases.)

4) Proposal explains clearly how teachers will make policy'decisions.

5) A study of the laws and policies affecting educational needs (e.g, bi-
lingual laws) at the federal, ate and local levels will be under-
taken.

6) Description of anticipated increased educational opportunities for

students as a result of teacher participation in teacher center activi-

ties is included.

7) Sources and collection procedures for student and teacher needs
identified, and a distinction is made between perceived and assessed

needs.

8) A description of how the teacher center programs will identify and
respond to emerging as well as identified, ongoing needs is provided.

9) Program description might include activities in the following areas:

4) development and production of curricula
8) facilitating teacher-accessibility to educational research
C) providing training to better meet special student needs and

.13



Suggested Indicat,rs (g)--contirped

.."

familiarize teachers with current educational research to im-

prove teaching skills.

*"

,

Editor's note: Be sure to cite specific data to establish needs; do not

promise a remedy (i.e., that test scores will be raised
by the proposed activities).

9
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Criterion: h. Adequacy of dissemination (3 points)

1) The Secretary reviews each application for information that shows the
adequacy of provisions for dissemination of the results of the project.

Suggested Indicators (h)

Some indicators of the adequacy of dissemination:

1) A dissemination plan is provided that includes what will be disseminated
(content), to whom (target audience), how (methods of dissemination),
and when (timeline).

2) The use of the existing network system of the professional organizations
(local AFT, NEA) is described. (The use of the local administrators'
organization network as well as the school committee's network might
also be described.)

3) The proposal demonstrates how information about the center will reach ()

the general community or those who do no use the center.

4) The proposal demonstrates how the eff veness of dissemination
strategies will be wnitored.

5) A description is provided of how dissemiiiit on of information to appro-
priate decision makers will /can lead them t ward the eventual institu-
tionalization of staff deVelOpment activiti s (or towards the establish-
ment of a climate for institutionalizing).

10 15



N
Criterion: is Size, scope and duration (5 points)

1) The Secretary reviews each application for information that shows the
appropriateness of size, scope and duration of the project so as to
secure productive results.

Suggested Indicators (i)

Some indicators of appropriate project size, scope and duration:

1) Description of and appropriateness of size, scope and duration must
be realistic and reasonable to the reader. For exam-le, a clear
description of the population to be served could include:
A) area served (school district, multiple districts, etc.)
B) eligible participants (public and private school classroom tea-

chers, etc.)

2) Timelines provided are valid and reasonable.

3) Commitment of constituencies to project is documented.

Editor's note: A danger lies in trying to serve everyone. Realistic and
reasonable plant identify "some" to be served rather than
"all."



, Criterion: j. Potential impact on inservice training (15 points)

1) The Secretary reviews-each application for information that shows the
potential of the teacher center to impact upon and improve the grantee's
overall program of inservice training for teachers.

Suggested, Indicators

Indicators of the potential impact of the center upon inservice training:

1) An analysis of present inservice,programs is included.

2) Problems in the present program of inservice training are documented.

3) A specific description of the poten. 31 of the teacher center to serve
and expand upon existing programs is provided.

4) Participation of those responsible for other inservice programs is
evident at the policy board level.

5) Proposed activities supplement or follow-up earlier activities from
another inservice program.

6; Evidence of cooperation'to provide a better service rather than evidence
of competition for the same audience is provided.

7) A description of specific procedures and activities to constitute inter-
vention in identified problem areas is provided.

8) Highlights of the service role and brokerage ability of the center to
assist categorical programs with their staff development needs are
provided. (e.g., How special education, Title I, nutrition education
staff development activities can be conducted by the center.)

Editor's note: See indicators for "1" as well.



Criterion: k. Representativeness of policy board (10 points)

1) The Secretary reviews each application for information that shows the
representativeness of the teacher center policy board under 240.13.

Suggested Indicators (k)

Some indicators of the representativeness of the policy board:

1) A list of policy board members and their affiliations is provided.

2) Evidence that the teacher majority of the policy board fairly reflects
the makeup of all teachers in the area to be served is provided.

3) The selection process for teachers, school board members, institutions
of higher education and non-public school representatives is described.

4) The process by which information will flow quickly to and from policy
board members and their constituents or organizations is outlined.

-13 IS



Criterl.al: 1. Support of new or expanded activities (5 points)

1) The Secretary reviews each application for information that shows the
extent to which Federal funds will support new or expanded activities
rather than supporting activities which are already being paid for from
other resources.

Suggested Indicators (1)

Indicators that the progilm will support new or expanded activities:

1) See indicators under (j).

2) Using the facts of what exists in inservice (description of present
programs, funding levels and sources of funds), the proposal goes
on to describe what needs are no being met, and how the center will
meet new needs while complimenting existing procedures and programs.

3) A clear description of the kinds of activities that will be initiated
with federal funds is provided. (e.g., expansion of existing programs
or implementation of new programs.)

14


